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Spring 2019 
 

January  
6- Matthew 2:1-23 Magi Visit 
13- Matthew 3:1-17 Baptism of Jesus 
20- Matthew 4:1-7 Jesus Tempted 
27- Matthew 5:1-20 The Beatitudes 
 
February 
3- Matthew 6:7-21 Treasure in Heaven 
10- Matthew 7:1-14, 24-29 House on a Rock 
17- Matthew 13:24-43 Parable of the wheat and weeds 
24- Matthew 14:13-33 Feeding of 5000, Walking on Water 
 
March 
3- Matthew 16:24-17:8 Transfiguration 
10- Matthew 18:15-35 Forgiving 70 times 7 
17- Matthew 20:1-6 Laborers in Vineyard 
24- Matthew 22:1-14 Wedding Banquet 
31- Matthew 25:1-13 Bridesmaids 
 
April 
7- Matthew 25:31-46 Last Judgement 
14 Matthew 21:1-17 Palm Sunday 
21- Matthew 28:1-10 EASTER 
28 -Matthew 28:16-20 The Great Commission 
 
May 
5-Acts 10:1-17, 34-35 Peter’s Dream 
12-Acts 13:1-3; 14:8-18 Paul’s Mission 
19- Romans 1:1-17 Paul’s Letters 
26- Romans 5:1-11 God’s Love Poured Out 
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January 6: Visit of the Magi 
 
Note: This story is only found in the Gospel of Matthew. It is deeply symbolic, as the 
only visitors of the child Jesus are outsiders of the faith and the country. Mixed into this 
story is King Herod, the man you would imagine should rejoice at Jesus’ birth. It is a 
powerful story about fear, control, and those who are open to God’s incarnation among 
us. (By the way, the Bible never says there were three wise men! Just three gifts.) 
 
Begin with Centering Breath: Cover your eyes and fill up your tummy with air and 
quietly, slowly let it out. Do this slowly and quietly five to ten times. 
 
Timeline: On this first Sunday of the new semester, you probably want to replace the 
timeline with a new one. This will follow the Gospel of Matthew and a few more books 
of the New Testament. 
 
Story: Matthew 2:1-23 OR SPARK pg. 218“Wise Men” 

Sample I Wonder Statements: (Make up your own!) 
 I wonder who the wise men really were 
 I wonder how long the journey took 
 I wonder why King Herod was so upset about a baby 
 I wonder if Joseph and Mary were scared 
 I wonder what present I would bring baby Jesus 

 
Where are you in the Story? What does the Story mean for you Today? 
 
Ask for Prayers: At this point you can ask kids what they want prayed for today. Include 
these somewhere in the prayer of the day. 
 
Prayer of the Day: God, we pray that we can be like the wise men who looked for baby 
Jesus and worshipped him when they found him. Help us to worship you in our hearts 
every day. Amen. 
 
Activity/Project One: Making Gift Cookies 

 Choose an easy recipe to make together (such as rice krispie bars or decorating 
ginger bread men)  

 Have the kids put the treats on platters or in bowls 
 Deliver them as “gifts” to another class, or adult forum, or in worship 
 Mention how we give gifts to baby Jesus whenever we care for others 
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Activity for Older Children: Giving Gifts to Jesus 

 Be bold! Write down talents, personality traits, or hobbies you love to do that are 
positive. (Kind, courageous, strong, loving, good at running, good a singing) 

 Write them on the board 
 Talk about how these were all gifts God gave to us at our birth. We honor God by 

developing these gifts. 
 When we use these gifts for joy within ourselves and for the sake of others, we are 

giving the gift back to God. 
 Have the kids go through each item on the board and think about how it can be a 

gift to the world. Be creative! 
 
 
 
 
 

January 13: Baptism of Jesus 
 
Note:  John the Baptist preaches much like an Old Testament prophet, warning the 
people to change for their own sake. He also warns the religious leaders that their 
position and ancestry are poor replacements for true faith and spirituality. When Jesus 
comes to be baptized, he shows himself in contrast with the religious leaders. He is 
willing to be humbled, to show repentance and faith. For this, God rewards him with a 
blessing. 
 
Begin with Centering Breath: Cover your eyes and fill up your tummy with air and 
quietly, slowly let it out. Do this slowly and quietly five to ten times. 
 
Timeline: Go through last week’s story together using the picture on the timeline. 
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Story: Matthew 3:1-17 OR SPARK pg. 242 ”Jesus’ Baptism” 

Sample I Wonder Statements: (Make up your own!) 
 I wonder what John the Baptist was really like 
 I wonder what it was like to listen to him and be baptized by him 
 I wonder if the water was cold 
 I wonder why Jesus got baptized 

 
Where are you in the Story? What does the Story mean for you Today? 
 
Ask for Prayers: At this point you can ask kids what they want prayed for today. Include 
these somewhere in the prayer of the day. 
 
Prayer of the Day: Dear God, in our baptisms you promise to never let us go. You call 
us your daughters and sons, your beloved children. Help us to live every day 
remembering you are pleased with us. Amen. 
 
Activity One: Remembering Your Baptism 

 Have a pitcher of water and a basin (or a fountain!) in the room 
 Tell a story about a baptism you have witnessed. Did the baby cry? Was it an older 

kid or adult? Did the congregation sing a special song? 
 Let the kids share any stories they might know about their baptisms, or their 

sibling. 
 Pour the water and put the sign of the cross on every child saying, “[Name] you 

are a beloved child of God forever.” 
 
Activity/Project Two: John the Baptist 

 Color in the picture, and cut up brown yard to glue on his tunic to be the “camel’s 
hair”. 
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January 20: Jesus Tempted 
 
Note: Being tempted is not a sin, it is part of being a human. Jesus took an intense 
spiritual retreat before his ministry as a way to prepare himself for the difficulties of 
being a public religious figure. The common theme in all the temptations were the urge 
for Jesus to use his power for his own self-interest, rather than to help others. 
 
Begin with Centering Breath: Cover your eyes and fill up your tummy with air and 
quietly, slowly let it out. Do this slowly and quietly five to ten times. 
 
Timeline: Review the pictures or symbols on the timelines so far. 
 
Story: Matthew 4:1-7 OR SPARK pg. 248 “Tempted” 

Sample I Wonder Statements: (Make up your own!) 
 I wonder if Jesus was scared 
 I wonder what it is like to be alone for over a month! 
 I wonder why Jesus went into the desert for so long 
 I wonder if people do something similar today 
 I wonder what things I am tempted to do that aren’t helpful or kind 

 
Where are you in the Story? What does the Story mean for you Today? 
 
Ask for Prayers: At this point you can ask kids what they want prayed for today. Include 
these somewhere in the prayer of the day. 
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Prayer of the Day: Dear God, it’s so natural for us to think about ourselves first. We 
want to make sure we have enough. But you gave us everything in our life so we could 
share. Help us to share our smiles, our friendship, our toys, our food, and our laughter 
with others. Amen. 
 
Activity/Project One: Temptation Sheet

 
 
Activity for Older Kids: Naming Temptations: Who does it benefit? 

 Ask the kids what things they are tempted by in a given day. Write it down. Feel 
free to put some things down as well- serious or not!  

 Categories are often between things you shouldn’t eat (candy all day) and things 
you shouldn’t do (make fun of someone), or things we shouldn’t ignore (chores, 
directions, difficult or boring things). 

 Next to each item, have the kids think about who would benefit if we gave into 
temptation. 

 You might notice that often we don’t benefit long-term, but only in the short term. 
And usually no one around us benefits at all. 
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 What do we learn from this? What did Jesus know about his own temptations? 
 
 

 
January 27: The Beatitudes 

 
Note: This is the introduction to one of the most powerful teachings we have in the 
Bible- the Sermon on the Mount. Jesus begins by saying that those who are often 
considered pathetic are the ones most blessed! Why? Because in their weakness they 
reach out for God and find God. When we are vulnerable, open-hearted, and 
compassionate, we are blessed. This is how we are to be the salt of the earth and the 
light of the world. This is how we fulfill the law and prophets. 
 
Begin with Centering Breath: Cover your eyes and fill up your tummy with air and 
quietly, slowly let it out. Do this slowly and quietly five to ten times. 
 
Timeline: Review the pictures or symbols on the timelines so far. 
 
Story: Matthew 5:1-20 OR SPARK pg. 264 “The Beatitudes” 

Sample I Wonder Statements: (Make up your own!) 
 I wonder what it means to be blessed 
 I wonder why Jesus said these people were blessed 
 I wonder what it means that we are the light of the world 
 I wonder if Jesus’ disciples understood what he was saying 

 
Where are you in the Story? What does the Story mean for you Today? 
 
Ask for Prayers: At this point you can ask kids what they want prayed for today. Include 
these somewhere in the prayer of the day. 
 
Prayer of the Day: Dear Jesus, you came to teach us many important things. You want 
us to live a life full of love, joy, and peace. Show us how to be blessed enough to see you 
in our lives every day. Amen. 
 
Activity/Project One: Hidden Images (For Children Grade 3 and up) 

 Watch https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qbwFuLTDx14 
 Discuss how things can be right in front of you but you don’t see it 
 Name times when God was with you but you didn’t realize it at the time 
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 How did you know? (Often it is hindsight that tells us and we learn from other 
people’s stories) 

 You can also look up optical illusion pictures 
 Jesus says that we are BLESSED when we can see God in our life. 

 
Activity/Project Two: City on a Hill Picture 
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February 3: Treasure in Heaven 
 
Note: The goal of religion is to change us, yet often we see people using religion to 
prove they are superior to others. We get two very important teachings from Jesus 
today. The first reminds us that praying to God is about our hearts being changed. So, 
Jesus gives us a simple prayer (The Lord’s Prayer) that aims to do that. Similarly, we are 
reminded that a relationship with God is storing up true treasure in heaven. All earthly 
possessions and rewards are nothing in comparison. 
 
Begin with Centering Breath: Cover your eyes and fill up your tummy with air and 
quietly, slowly let it out. Do this slowly and quietly five to ten times. 
 
Timeline: Review the pictures or symbols on the timelines so far. 
 
Story: Matthew 6:7-21 or Summary Below 

Summary: 
Jesus was teaching his disciples how to be faithful to God. First, Jesus wanted them to know that 
we pray to God because God is our friend. God wants to know what we think and feel. We don’t 
have to use fancy prayers to impress God or anyone else. So, Jesus gave us this prayer: 
 Our Father in heaven, your name is holy! 
 Your kingdom come, your will be done on earth as it is in heaven. 
 Give us today our daily bread and forgive our sins as we forgive other people. 
 Do not bring us to the time of trial but deliver us from evil. 
 
Jesus also said that God is our greatest treasure in the world! When we learn to love and trust 
God, it is better than having the biggest house, the most toys, and the most candy in the world. 
After all, candy goes bad! Toys can break! But God is forever and ever. 
 

Sample I Wonder Statements: (Make up your own!) 
 I wonder if the disciples understood what Jesus was saying 
 I wonder what I my favorite treasure is at home 
 I wonder if it’s hard or easy to love God more than my things 

 
Where are you in the Story? What does the Story mean for you Today? 
 
Ask for Prayers: At this point you can ask kids what they want prayed for today. Include 
these somewhere in the prayer of the day. 
 
Prayer of the Day: God, you are the best present in the world, although we don’t 
always realize it. Sometimes we forget you! Help us to talk to you every day and trust 
in you so that our hearts are filled with your love and peace. Amen. 
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Activity/Project One: Lord’s Prayer 

 Print off the words for younger children, have older children write them together 
 Create a frame from craft sticks 
 Decorate with the supplies you have 
 Encourage the kids to place this somewhere in their home or bedroom 

 

 
 

 
February 10: House on a Rock 

 
Note: We often think that building our house on the rock means to believe in Jesus. But 
in reality, Jesus is saying that those who LISTEN to what he teaches and incorporate it 
into their lives are the ones building their lives on a firm foundation. We can love Jesus, 
but it’s far more difficult to try to follow his wisdom. 
 
Begin with Centering Breath: Cover your eyes and fill up your tummy with air and 
quietly, slowly let it out. Do this slowly and quietly five to ten times. 
 
Timeline: Review the pictures or symbols on the timelines so far. 
 
Story: Matthew 7:1-14, 24-29 OR SPARK pg. 282 “House on the Rock” 

Sample I Wonder Statements: (Make up your own!) 
 I wonder if people have really built houses on sand before 
 I wonder how people figured out how to make really sturdy houses that keep 

standing in any storm 
 I wonder what this story has to do with my heart 
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 I wonder what a storm looks like in my heart 
 

Where are you in the Story? What does the Story mean for you Today? 
 
Ask for Prayers: At this point you can ask kids what they want prayed for today. Include 
these somewhere in the prayer of the day. 
 
Prayer of the Day: Dear God, sometimes when sad things happen or bad things 
happen, it feels like a storm. Help us to always remember you are inside our hearts, 
keeping us safe and strong. Amen. 

 
(For younger kids) Activity: (You will need legos and 
something flimsy, like strips of construction paper) 
 Ask the kids what they would rather build a strong house 
out of- legos or paper. 
 Let the kids build lego houses and tell you about what they 
have created 
 
 

 
(For Older kids Grade 3-6) Activity: Strong and Flexible! 

 Get a deck(s) of cards and split it up so that each kid or team of kids has enough 
to build a structure (maybe 20) 

o Let the kids work to make a structure several levels high 
o Once everyone is done (even if some failed), ask the kids if you can pull a 

card from anywhere in their structure. Probably not without it falling over! 
 Now, ask for a volunteer to stand in the room. 

o Instruct them to move to the left, the right. Tell them to bend forward and 
backwards, to raise one arm. 

o Now, have them left a leg so only one foot is on the ground. 
o Next, tell them the other foot has to be off the ground. See how creative they 

can be (there isn’t a wrong way to do this) 
 Our faith is not a fragile deck of cards, but rather a moving body. We can creatively 

move and meet challenges and even change- but we are still a body! 
 How can our faith be strong and flexible like a body? 
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February 17: Parable of the Wheat and Weeds 

 
Note: In this parable, Jesus uses the metaphor of good and bad seeds to explain why 
God seems to “allow” evil in the world. But I worry that if we take this parable too 
literally, we will try to divide people into good and bad seeds. Anytime we take Jesus’ 
parables too literally, we can miss the whole point! Jesus wanted to show that the evil in 
this world is NOT from God. And it is because God cares for all humanity that God 
isn’t striking people down right and left. It is possible that God gives time for bad seeds 
to turn good. 
 
Begin with Centering Breath: Cover your eyes and fill up your tummy with air and 
quietly, slowly let it out. Do this slowly and quietly five to ten times. 
 
Timeline: Review the pictures or symbols on the timelines so far. 
 
Story: Matthew 13:24-43 OR Summary Below 

Summary: 
 One day Jesus told the people a story: 
 “Do you want to understand God’s kingdom? Imagine that a farmer put seeds down in a 
field. But that night, when everyone was sleeping, a mean person came and put weeds in the dirt, 
too. Later, when the plants grew out of the seeds there were all these weeds, too! 
 At first the farmer’s workers were confused. They asked the farmer, ‘where did these 
weeds come from if you only put good seeds in the ground?’ 
 The farmer said, ‘oh, I know who did this! A mean neighbor! 
 The workers said, ‘well, we can go into the field and take out all the weeds for you.’ 
 But the farmer said, ‘No.’ Can you believe it? He said, ‘no!’ The farmer was afraid that 
the good plants would be pulled out of the ground by accident when they weeded. ‘I want you to 
wait,’ the farmer said, ‘until harvest time. Then, you can pull everything up together and 
separate the weeds from the plants. The weeds will be burned and the plants but in my barns.’” 
 After Jesus was done with the story, his disciples were confused. What did it mean? So, 
Jesus explained. 
 “Look. I am the farmer, the world is the field, and the good seeds are all of you. But you 
all know there are some people out there who only seem to want to hurt others. God did not make 
them that way. But instead of punishing them, God waits. One day the angels will come and 
figure out the good from the bad. But that is not your job. We are all living together, trusting 
that God cares for all of us.” 
  

Sample I Wonder Statements: (Make up your own!) 
 I wonder if anyone here has ever worked in a garden 
 I wonder if anyone here has had to weed a garden 
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 I wonder what makes someone a good seed 
 I wonder if people can change from a bad seed to a good seed 

 
Where are you in the Story? What does the Story mean for you Today? 
 
Ask for Prayers: At this point you can ask kids what they want prayed for today. Include 
these somewhere in the prayer of the day. 
 
Prayer of the Day: Dear God, we are all your seeds. You planted us and gives us water 
and sunshine so we will grow into beautiful plants. Help us to love and care for those 
around us, especially those who are hard to like. Amen. 
 
Activity/Project One: Planting Seeds 

 You will need some kind of cups or planters, soil, and seeds 
 Have the kids put dirt in their cup and push the seed into the dirt 
 Have the kids talk about how to care for the seed after that. What does it need? 
 What do we need as people to grow up healthy and happy? 
 Let the kids take the cup home to water it 
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February 24: Feeding the 5000 

 
Note: The feeding of the 5000 is the only miracle of Jesus that is in all four Gospels- so it 
must be important! There are several key things here: Jesus had compassion for the 
people and wanted to help them. He also created abundance where everyone only saw 
scarcity. The twelve baskets that remained were symbolic of the 12 tribes of Israel, the 
completeness of the Jewish people. 
 
Begin with Centering Breath: Cover your eyes and fill up your tummy with air and 
quietly, slowly let it out. Do this slowly and quietly five to ten times. 
 
Timeline: Review the pictures or symbols on the timelines so far. 
 
Story: Matthew 14:13-33 OR SPARK pg. 426 “Jesus Feeds 5,000”  

Sample I Wonder Statements: (Make up your own!) 
 I wonder if the people were hoping Jesus could feed them 
 I wonder if any of them knew a miracle happened 
 I wonder what the disciples thought afterwards 

 
Where are you in the Story? What does the Story mean for you Today? 
 
Ask for Prayers: At this point you can ask kids what they want prayed for today. Include 
these somewhere in the prayer of the day. 
 
Prayer of the Day: Dear God, you have compassion for all of us. You care if we are 
hungry, sad, hurting, angry, tired, or thirsty. Help us to care for what other people need 
as well and show compassion for them as Jesus did for so many. Amen. 
 
(Older Kids: Grades 2-6) 
Activity/Project Option One: Feed My Starving Children Video 

 Watch https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jJzf1vDVV6c 
 Can you list reasons why people may go hungry in this world? (Famine, drought, 

war, being a refugee, not enough money to buy groceries) 
 Does God want anyone to be hungry? Does God have compassion for them? 
 How does God work to feed people who are hungry now? 
 How can we help? 
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Activity/Project Option Two: Bring in a Speaker from a local Food Bank to talk about 
their Work 
 
Activity/Project Option Three: Challenge the Congregation to a Food/Fund drive. 

 Choose a Sunday in which you will begin and complete the drive 
 Work up a plan on how to challenge the congregation to donate food and/or funds 

to a local food shelf. 
 
 
 

 

March 3: Transfiguration of Jesus 
 
Note: The two stories here juxtapose Jesus’ humble call to servanthood as well as his 
divine nature. We very often think these are paradoxes. After all, we sing “glory, 
power, might” to God in our hymns and liturgy. We may be tempted to think that 
Jesus’ time on earth was God “pretending” to be humble for our sake, or for our 
example. But in reality, Jesus’ divine nature and human nature are one: true humility is 
godly and true divinity is self-giving for others. 
 
Begin with Centering Breath: Cover your eyes and fill up your tummy with air and 
quietly, slowly let it out. Do this slowly and quietly five to ten times. 
 
Timeline: Review the pictures or symbols on the timelines so far. 
 
Story: Matthew 16:24-17:8 OR SPARK pg. 358 ”The Transfiguration” 

Sample I Wonder Statements: (Make up your own!) 
 I wonder if the disciples were scared or excited 
 I wonder if Jesus was surprised to start glowing white 
 I wonder if anyone I know has ever had a vision of angels  
 I wonder what it means for me today 

 
Where are you in the Story? What does the Story mean for you Today? 
 
Ask for Prayers: At this point you can ask kids what they want prayed for today. Include 
these somewhere in the prayer of the day. 
 
Prayer of the Day: Dear Jesus, you are both the Son of God and a human just like us. 
Help us to listen to you and live as you teach us. Amen. 
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Activity/Project One: Color by Numbers Sheet 
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Activity Two: (Older kids) Human and Divine 

 Draw a line down the middle of the white board. Write human on one side and 
divine on the other. 

 Have kids write down what traits they see as “divine”. Next, have them write 
down traits they see as “human”. 

 What do they notice? 
 Where does servanthood belong? Where does helping others belong? Where does 

love and compassion belong? Do thing overlap? 
 Ask how it fits that Jesus was both Human and Divine. Does this change things on 

the board? 
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March 10: Forgiving 70 Times 7 
 
Note: This passage is very practical for how Christians should operate in a community. 
Here we get both firm and compassionate guidelines on how to deal with one another 
when there is frustration and pain. Jesus ends the lesson with a story on forgiveness. 
 
Begin with Centering Breath: Cover your eyes and fill up your tummy with air and 
quietly, slowly let it out. Do this slowly and quietly five to ten times. 
 
Timeline: Review the pictures or symbols on the timelines so far. 
 
Story: Matthew 18:15-35 OR Summary Below 

Summary: 
 Jesus taught his disciples how they should live together. 
 “If someone hurts your feelings or if you see someone doing something wrong, you need 
to kindly tell that person how you feel. I know that’s hard! And if they don’t listen to you, you 
should find someone you trust and take them with you to talk to the person again. If they still 
don’t listen, find another person you trust to come along as well. That is the best way to fix 
problems.” 
 Peter wondered about this. He knew that some people had a hard time getting along and 
others could hurt your feelings a lot! “Jesus,” he asked. “How often should I forgive someone? 
Once? Twice? Seven times.” 
 Jesus said, “guess what? Not seven but seventy-seven times! What I mean is, we should 
spend our whole lives learning how to forgive others.” 
 Peter was surprised. So, Jesus told him a story. 
 “Once there was a teenager who had borrowed a hundred dollars from his uncle so he 
could go to the fair. When the family got together, the uncle asked to be paid back, but the boy 
didn’t have the money. The uncle said, ‘alright. You know what? Don’t worry about paying me 
back. I’m glad you had fun at the fair.’ 
 ‘The boy was so happy. But then he remembered his cousin had borrowed five dollars 
from him to buy candy. He ran up to her and said, ‘you better pay me now or else!’ 
 She said, ‘I’m sorry, I don’t have it!’ The boy grabbed her backpack and shouted, ‘I am 
keeping your stuff until you pay me back!’ 
 When the other cousins saw this, they ran to their uncle and told him the whole story. 
The uncle went to the boy and said, ‘how can you be so mean to your cousin over something 
small when you received kindness from me over something so big? Guess what? You are going to 
mow my lawn every Saturday all summer long to make up for the money you borrowed. That is 
your consequence.” 
 Jesus turned to his disciples after the story was done. They understood that living 
together as family and friends was hard, but that being kind, responsible, and loving was 
important.  
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Sample I Wonder Statements: (Make up your own!) 
 I wonder why it can be hard for us to forgive people sometimes 
 I wonder if forgiving is the same as forgetting  
 I wonder why it’s hard to talk to people who hurt us 
 I wonder if grown-ups have a hard time doing this, too 

 
Where are you in the Story? What does the Story mean for you Today? 
 
Ask for Prayers: At this point you can ask kids what they want prayed for today. Include 
these somewhere in the prayer of the day. 
 
Prayer of the Day: Dear God, you have already forgiven the bad things we have done. 
You will always forgive the bad things we will do. Help us to show the same love to 
those around us.  
 
Activity/Project One: Playing Two Different Games (Need some kind of building 
blocks- the bigger the better) 

 Divide your class into two groups, Group A being smaller than Group B 
 Send Group A out to quietly sit in the hallway and wait for instructions on the 

game they are playing. 
 Tell Group B that they everyone is going to play a game and these are the rules.  

o They are going to build a city out of blocks.  
o They need to work together and share ideas.  
o Everyone must participate and says, “thank you” and “please” as much as 

they can. 
o The more they cooperate, the more points they get. 
o They can start immediately. 

 Tell Group A that these are their rules of this game. 
o Stand and watch 
o Knock down any buildings almost completed 
o Say nothing to anyone 

 Invite Group A into the game in process. 
 After a few minutes, you can stop the game and ask the kids to explain what 

happened. How did they feel? 
 Now, ask someone from Group A and Group B to explain what rules they were 

told. Does it make a difference now that you know this? Can you forgive each 
other? 

 Explain that often times people are playing out different “games” in life. If we 
communicate and forgive, we can stop a lot of problems. 
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March 17: Laborers in the Vineyard 
 
Note: This story really bothers people, because it messes with our notion of what is fair. 
Even more deeply, it confronts our desire to be rewarded more than others, to be 
privileged, if we feel we deserve it. Jesus challenges the notion of what we deserve with 
a parable that reminds us that the reward of being with God is for all. 
 
Begin with Centering Breath: Cover your eyes and fill up your tummy with air and 
quietly, slowly let it out. Do this slowly and quietly five to ten times. 
 
Timeline: Review the pictures or symbols on the timelines so far. 
 
Story: Matthew 20:1-6 OR Spark pg. 298 “The Vineyard Workers” 

Sample I Wonder Statements: (Make up your own!) 
 I wonder why people were mad that others got paid the same as them 
 I wonder how we know what is fair 
 I wonder if God is fair 
 I wonder what this story might mean in our life 

 
Where are you in the Story? What does the Story mean for you Today? 
 
Ask for Prayers: At this point you can ask kids what they want prayed for today. Include 
these somewhere in the prayer of the day. 
 
Prayer of the Day: Dear God, you want everyone to be with you because you love 
everyone on the whole planet! Help us to be happy when other people do well and 
happy when other people are happy. Amen. 
 
Activity/Project One: What is Fair? A Game in Scarcity or Abundance 

 FIRST: Present the kids with a packet of fruit snacks, or something similar. Open 
it, dump it out, and divide the pieces unevenly onto different napkins.  

 Ask who should get the napkin with the most? The least? Why? Is this fair? 
 When we see someone win a game, receive an award, or get a present, we can feel 

jealous, because we often think life is like a that limited snack. If someone gets a 
lot, we feel it means we get a little. 

 SECOND: Present the kids with a huge bowl full of “fruits snacks”  
 Tell the kids that every time they compliment someone or give someone one of 

their fruits snacks, another one will be given to them. 
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 Let this play out for a moment and ask the kids how this feels differently. 
 Which scenario is like God’s love? The First or Second? 

March 24: The Wedding Banquet 
 
Note: Many of the Jewish leaders believed that, as the chosen people, they were in an 
exclusive club. So, Jesus told this parable to remind them that God wants all people at 
the table, and will invite anyone and everyone! It’s important for us to remember, too. 
We are not “special”, with extra privileges before God. All are welcome at God’s 
wedding feast, and those who think they belong because of power or privilege do not 
belong. And this isn’t just about heaven! This is about God’s activity right here and now 
on earth.  
 
Begin with Centering Breath: Cover your eyes and fill up your tummy with air and 
quietly, slowly let it out. Do this slowly and quietly five to ten times. 
 
Timeline: Review the pictures or symbols on the timelines so far. 
 
Story: Matthew 22:1-14 OR Spark pg. 304 “The Wedding Banquet” 

Sample I Wonder Statements: (Make up your own!) 
 I wonder why the people didn’t want to come to the wedding party 
 I wonder what the party ended up being like with all those people 
 I wonder if heaven is like a wedding party 
 I wonder if I will be surprised by some of the people in heaven 
 I wonder if there are invitations we get every day from God 

 
Where are you in the Story? What does the Story mean for you Today? 
 
Ask for Prayers: At this point you can ask kids what they want prayed for today. Include 
these somewhere in the prayer of the day. 
 
Prayer of the Day: God, help us always to pay attention to the invitations you give us. 
May we rejoice in all you do and may we be a part of the fun! Amen! 
 
Activity/Project One: Make Invitations for the Congregation 

 Give the kids colored construction paper and fold in half. 
 On the front, have the kids decorate with stickers, markers, etc. to show a party 
 On the inside, have them glue the invitation provided, or make their own 
 Have the kids make as many of these as they want 
 Hand them out before worship! 
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YOU ARE INVITED 

Everyday  

Right Now 

God is having a party and you are 
invited! Bring your own self with 

your personality, talents, and gifts 
to share! Look for God in the 
faces of those around you. 

Wherever you are! 

LOVE, GOD 

YOU ARE INVITED 

Everyday  

Right Now 

God is having a party and you are 
invited! Bring your own self with 

your personality, talents, and gifts 
to share! Look for God in the 
faces of those around you. 

Wherever you are! 

LOVE, GOD 

YOU ARE INVITED 

Everyday  

Right Now 

God is having a party and you are 
invited! Bring your own self with 

your personality, talents, and gifts 
to share! Look for God in the faces 

of those around you. 

Wherever you are! 

LOVE, GODLOVE, GOD 

YOU ARE INVITED 

Everyday  

Right Now 

God is having a party and you are 
invited! Bring your own self with 

your personality, talents, and gifts 
to share! Look for God in the 
faces of those around you. 

Wherever you are! 

LOVE, GODLOVE, GOD 
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March 31: Ten Bridesmaids 
 
Note: Often times we are taught that this story is only about the Second Coming of 
Christ. But many other religious leaders have a more every day, practical interpretation. 
The coming of the groom can be seen as a metaphor for being aware of God’s presence 
in our lives. The five alert bridesmaids are prepared, practiced, and ready to receive 
wherever God shows up in their lives. The others miss him. 
 
Begin with Centering Breath: Cover your eyes and fill up your tummy with air and 
quietly, slowly let it out. Do this slowly and quietly five to ten times. 
 
Timeline: Review the pictures or symbols on the timelines so far. 
 
Story: Matthew 25:1-13 OR Spark pg. 314 “Ten Bridesmaids” 

Sample I Wonder Statements: (Make up your own!) 
 I wonder what weddings were like in Jesus time and how they might be different 
 I wonder what it means to light a lamp to wait for the groom 
 I wonder what it means to fall asleep and miss the groom 
 I wonder if I can miss Jesus in my life right now 

 
Where are you in the Story? What does the Story mean for you Today? 
 
Ask for Prayers: At this point you can ask kids what they want prayed for today. Include 
these somewhere in the prayer of the day. 
 
Prayer of the Day: Dear Jesus, you are in our hearts and in the faces of all the people 
around me. Help me to be aware, awake, and alert to notice when arrive. Help me to 
celebrate every time I feel your presence. Amen. 
 
Activity/Project One: “Listening for Jesus” Home Altar Project (Need either tea light 
candles or fake tea lights) 

 Kids will create their own altar space at home so they can practice being quiet, 
praying, and listening for God. 

 First, have them draw a picture of their family and close friends, or anyone they 
want to include. 

 Hand out the “My Home Altar” list below for kids to take with them. 
 Hand out the candles and go through the instructions one at a time. 

o 1. We turn off the noise or listen to very quiet music 
o 2. We “light” our candle to remember God is with us 
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o 3.  We pray for the people in our lives 
 You can add other ideas as well, depending on the age of the kids. Maybe get their 

suggestions. What would they add to help them be aware of God? 
 
 

MY HOME ALTAR: LISTENING FOR JESUS 
1. Silence or quiet music 
2. A candle (light your lamp to be aware) 
3. Picture of your family or friends 

 

 

 

 
April 7: Last Judgment 

 
Note: This rather profound parable shocks us out of feeling superior because we have 
the “right” faith. In this story, we are reminded that when we help anybody, we are 
helping Jesus. Our faith is meant to guide us toward compassion and love, and if it 
doesn’t, we have missed the whole point. On the other hand, if people act loving 
already, they have embodied so much of faith without realizing it. 
 
Begin with Centering Breath: Cover your eyes and fill up your tummy with air and 
quietly, slowly let it out. Do this slowly and quietly five to ten times. 
 
Timeline: Review the pictures or symbols on the timelines so far. 
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Story: Matthew 25:31-46 OR Spark pg. 318 “Sheep and Goats” 

Sample I Wonder Statements: (Make up your own!) 
 I wonder if the disciples were surprised by this story 
 I wonder if we forget that Jesus is inside of everyone and how we treat others is 

how we treat Jesus 
 I wonder if there are people it is easier to be nicer to 

 
Where are you in the Story? What does the Story mean for you Today? 
 
Ask for Prayers: At this point you can ask kids what they want prayed for today. Include 
these somewhere in the prayer of the day. 
 
Prayer of the Day: Dear Jesus, you are in the heart of all your children. You teach us 
that faith is loving God and loving everyone around us. Help us to see you in the faces 
of all people. Amen. 
 
Activity/Project One: Play “Sheep, Sheep, Goat” (A variation on duck, duck, goose) 
 
Older Kids: Watch Videos on Various Ministries that fulfill Matthew 25. 

 Feeding the Hungry: ELCA Global Farm Challenge 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-LeJzg-6pAA 
 

 Giving Water to the Thirsty: ELCA World Hunger Walk for Water 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AftOMnWfBDo 
 

 Welcoming the Stranger:  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GnxqPkSyXtU 

 
 Giving Clothing: Bloomington Coat Drive (please note, this is NOT a church 

organized program. All people can do God’s work) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tU3lTCCujoA 
 

 Caring for the Sick: Doctors without Borders (Also, not religiously affiliated, but 
doing God’s work) 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LLPvzieC7rw 
 

 Visiting those in Prison: Storybook Project: Prison Ministry for Women 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eGZpsltbwZ0 
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April 14: Palm Sunday 
 
Note: On Palm Sunday, we contrast Jesus’ sense of mission with the people’s 
expectation. While Jesus rides a humble donkey, the people are giving him a royal 
welcome. Even the cleansing of the Temple could be viewed as Jesus stating his claim 
that he was the Messiah, here to clean up corruption. While Jesus doesn’t quiet the 
crowd from praising him, he knows they don’t truly understand what it means to be the 
Messiah. 
 
Begin with Centering Breath: Cover your eyes and fill up your tummy with air and 
quietly, slowly let it out. Do this slowly and quietly five to ten times. 
 
Timeline: Review the pictures or symbols on the timelines so far. 
 
Story: Matthew 21:1-17 or SPARK pg. 454 “Palm Sunday” 

Sample I Wonder Statements: (Make up your own!) 
 I wonder if the people were expecting Jesus to do something 
 I wonder what the disciples thought when Jesus knocked over the tables 
 I wonder if I would be waved palm branches for Jesus, too 
 I wonder what Jesus thought of all the attention he was getting 

 
Where are you in the Story? What does the Story mean for you Today? 
 
Ask for Prayers: At this point you can ask kids what they want prayed for today. Include 
these somewhere in the prayer of the day. 
 
Prayer of the Day: Dear God, you send your Son Jesus to the world as the messiah, yet 
the people did not understand what that meant. On this special day, let us keep Jesus as 
the king in our hearts. Amen. 
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Activity/Project One: Palm Sunday Donkey (Need large sheet of 
paper, grey, green, red, and black washable paint) 
 Get green washable paint for hands and Grey for Feet 
 Let each kid put a grey footprint in the middle of their paper 
 Next, have them put green handprints all over the paper like 
palm branches 
 After they have washed up, they can add the rest of the details 
below. 
 
 

Older Kids: What is Humility? 
 Put the following statements on individual strips of paper 
 Pass them out to the kids. 
 Have one side of the room be for humility and the other not 
 As each one reads a statement, have the kids decide if it is humility or not 
 At any point, you can define humility as knowing you are a beloved child of God and 

never having to prove you it. You aren’t better or worse than anyone else. Everyone is 
loved and there is enough love for everyone. 
 

“I am the best artist every. No one is better than me!” (Not) 
 
“I don’t know why everyone is paying attention to my brother and not me! I need to do 
something to get them to look at me.” (Not) 
 
“I’m not good at soccer. Everyone is better than me. It’s better that I don’t even try.” (Not) 
 
“I am going to prove I am more helpful than my sister!” (Not) 
 
“I really love drawing and I am good at it. But I still have a lot to learn.” (Humility) 
 
“I am so glad my friend won the talent show. I was a bit jealous, but she deserved it.” 
(Humility) 
 
“I have a hard time with math. But I know that I can keep working on it and it’s okay if I 
make mistakes.” (Humility) 
 
“I like to be helpful at home and see the look of joy of my parents’ faces when I they don’t 
even have to ask me.” (Humility) 
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April 21: Happy Easter!!!! 

 

 
 

April 28: The Great Commission 
 
Note: The last thing Jesus does in the Gospel of Matthew is send his disciples out to 
carry on the ministry. This was a powerful reminder that Jesus is our teacher, but he did 
not come to do all the work. We are now the body of Christ, charged with the role of 
teaching, including, forgiving, healing, and sharing the Gospel. 
 
Begin with Centering Breath: Cover your eyes and fill up your tummy with air and 
quietly, slowly let it out. Do this slowly and quietly five to ten times. 
 
Timeline: Review the pictures or symbols on the timelines so far. 
 
Story: Matthew 28:16-20 or SPARK pg. 496 “The Great Commission” 

Sample I Wonder Statements: (Make up your own!) 
 I wonder why Jesus says “Peace be with you” when he greets the disciples 
 I wonder what the disciples were thinking 
 I wonder what Jesus was hoping for 
 I wonder what it looks like to teach people about Jesus 
 I wonder how little kids can teach people about Jesus 
 I wonder what it is Jesus wants us to know about God 

 
Where are you in the Story? What does the Story mean for you Today? 
 
Ask for Prayers: At this point you can ask kids what they want prayed for today. Include 
these somewhere in the prayer of the day. 
 
Prayer of the Day: Dear God, we are your disciples now. You send us out to teach people 
about your love. Help us to show others that you are all about love. Amen. 

Activity/Project:  
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 Draw a self-portrait and write “I’m a disciple” on the top 
 You can also have them write one thing they are good at that can help people know 

about the love of God 
o Hint: helping, sharing, music, sticking up for others, playing with all kinds of 

different kids, listening to others, thinking of others, praying, thinking the best of 
people, forgiving, etc. 

 
 
 
 

May 5: Peter and Cornelius 
 

Note: Peter is a Jew, and Jews were prohibited from eating certain foods, just as they 
would be from eating with non-Jews. When God shows Peter a vision of all sorts of 
non-Kosher food to kill and eat, God is making a case for a new freedom, where old 
restrictions are lifted in the name of sharing the Gospel. This opens Peter up for the 
chance to talk and eat with a non-Jew and convert him to Christianity. 
  
Begin with Centering Breath: Cover your eyes and fill up your tummy with air and 
quietly, slowly let it out. Do this slowly and quietly five to ten times. 
 
Timeline: Review the pictures or symbols on the timelines so far. 
 
Story: Acts 10:1-17, 34-35 or SPARK pg.526 “Peter’s Dream” 
Sample I Wonder Statements: (Make up your own!) 

 I wonder why Cornelius was so faithful 
 I wonder why God changed the rules about eating food for Peter 
 I wonder if God changes other rules 
 I wonder what Peter felt eating dinner with a Roman Soldier 
 I wonder who we are afraid of that we could be friends with 

 
Where are you in the Story? What does the Story mean for you Today? 
 
Ask for Prayers: At this point you can ask kids what they want prayed for today. Include 
these somewhere in the prayer of the day. 
 
Prayer of the Day: Dear God, you call us to be friends with everyone, even people who 
seem very different from us. You remind us that the most important thing about being a 
Christian is love, sharing, and telling people that God loves them. Amen. 
 
Activity One: The Good News- For Some? 
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 Take cards with J or G printed on the front. Hand them out to kids randomly.  
 Go to one of the kids with a J and say “Jesus says that God loves you”.  
 Instruct them to pass that message on, but only to someone holding a J card. 
 When all the J’s have shared the message, ask the G’s how they felt. In the Bible, 

the J’s are the Jews, who were taught about God. But the Gentiles were not.  
 Now, ask which J wants to go to a G and tell them “Jesus says that God loves 

you”.  
 This is a missionary. This is what Peter did. We are all missionaries. 

 
Activity Two: Coloring Sheet 

 
 

 

May 12: Paul and Barnabas 
 

Note: This is not a familiar story, but quite interesting! Here Paul and Barnabas are 
mistaken for Greek gods while out on a preaching tour. Without belittling other faith 
traditions, we can see how difficult it can be for people to understand one another. 
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Begin with Centering Breath: Cover your eyes and fill up your tummy with air and 
quietly, slowly let it out. Do this slowly and quietly five to ten times. 
 
Timeline: Review the pictures or symbols on the timelines so far. 
 
Story: Acts 13:1-3, 14:8-18 or Summary Below 
 
Summary:  

Paul and his friend Barnabas traveled far away from Israel to share the news of Jesus. 
They went to a city called Lystra. 
 Once, when Paul was preaching, he noticed a man sitting nearby who could not walk. He 
had been born with crooked feet. Paul told him, “Stand up on your feet!” And the man jumped 
up and began to walk around. 
 Everyone was very excited and began to say that Paul and Barnabas must be Greek gods. 
They thought Barnabas must be Zeus and Paul was Hermes, two famous Greek gods in their 
religion. Even a priest from the temple of Zeus got very excited when he heard the news. He 
brought flowers and oxen out for a big party. 
 But when Paul and Barnabas understood what was happening, they were shocked and 
surprised! 
 “Friends! Why are you doing this? We are just people like you, but we come with a 
message from the One True God. I know that you have had your own gods and goddesses, but 
now is the time to understand there is really one One God. This is a very good God, who gives 
you rain from the sky, good, and joy in your heart.” 
 
Sample I Wonder Statements: (Make up your own!) 

 I wonder if what Paul said was confusing to the people of Lystra 
 I wonder if it’s hard to change our ideas about people sometimes 
 I wonder if who I think God is will change as I get older 
 I wonder what I still have left to learn 
 I wonder how I can share God’s love with others 

 
Where are you in the Story? What does the Story mean for you Today? 
 
Ask for Prayers: At this point you can ask kids what they want prayed for today. Include 
these somewhere in the prayer of the day. 
 
Prayer of the Day: Dear God, you work through me and my friends and my parents 
and my teachers and everyone around me. Help me to show your love in all I say and 
do. Amen. 
 
Activity: Stained Glass Windows (ordered from Oriental Trading Company) 
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 As kids put these together, have them think that all the colored paper is pieces of 
who they are, both good and bad.  

 When they are done, have them hold the window up to the sunlight and say that 
Jesus shines light through us making us beautiful. 

 God can use us, as God used Paul, to be beautiful, wonderful disciples. 

 
 

 
May 19: Gospel as Salvation 

 
Note: Romans and the letters can be difficult for adults to understand, but the themes in 
Paul’s writings are critical to the development of Christianity. Paul’s letters were 
written before any of the Gospels. They are the first Christian writings we have. 
Through them, we learn the struggles of the early churches. In the NRSV Bible, Paul 
first GREETS the church of Rome, then THANKS them for being faithful, and talks 
about FAITH as the key to who we are. There are big words. Kids don’t have to “get it”, 
but what do they pick up on? 
 
Begin with Centering Breath: Cover your eyes and fill up your tummy with air and 
quietly, slowly let it out. Do this slowly and quietly five to ten times. 
 
Timeline: Review the pictures or symbols on the timelines so far. 
 
Story: Romans 1:1-17 or SPARK pg. 540 “Paul’s Letters” 
 
Sample I Wonder Statements: (Make up your own!) 

 I wonder why Paul wrote to these churches 
 I wonder what it would be like to get letters from your pastor instead of seeing 

them every Sunday 
 I wonder what church was like 2000 years ago 
 I wonder what Paul would write to our church here 

 
Where are you in the Story? What does the Story mean for you Today? 
 
Ask for Prayers: At this point you can ask kids what they want prayed for today. Include 
these somewhere in the prayer of the day. 
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Prayer of the Day: Dear God, we are your church. Help us to be loving to each other, to 
encourage each other, to share our faith, and to pray for each other. May other people 
see how we care about each other and know that you are love. Amen. 
 
Activity: Letter to the Church 

 For writers: Have kids write a letter, saying what they think is important about 
God and the best part of church. Imagine they are writing to someone who 
doesn’t go to church or doesn’t know who God is. 

 They can even follow the format of “Greeting” them, “thanking” them for being 
who they are, and then sharing something important about their “faith”. 

 For Non-writers: They can draw a picture of the church and the people inside. 

 
May 26: God’s Love Poured Out 

 
Note: This passage from Romans can feel a bit obtuse. I summarized it below, which 
might work well for all ages. Some of the metaphors the early church used to describe 
Jesus made a lot of sense in that time and culture. It is important that we do our best to 
translate that message now in a way that makes sense to us here and now. 
 
Begin with Centering Breath: Cover your eyes and fill up your tummy with air and 
quietly, slowly let it out. Do this slowly and quietly five to ten times. 
 
Timeline: Review the pictures or symbols on the timelines so far. 
 
Story: Romans 5:1-11 or Summary Below  
 
Summary: The Apostle Paul wrote a letter to the church of Rome. In it he wrote: 
 “We know that God loves us because of Jesus. We don’t ever have to worry if God wants 
us or not! Our hearts can be at peace about that- we can even be excited and shout out that God 
is always with us! 
 But you know what? We can even be excited about our faith when we are sad. Because 
bad days and bad moments remind us of what is important and can give us hope. 
 Remember, God loved us all so much he sent Jesus to die for us. Not because we were 
perfectly good people. In fact, we might have been naughty or mean and God would still do this 
for us! Because of Jesus we know what God will do anything for us and we are friend with God 
forever.”  
 
Sample I Wonder Statements: (Make up your own!) 

 I wonder what Jesus looked like 
 I wonder what a day of playing with Jesus would be like 
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 I wonder if it’s easier to remember God is with me or bad days or good days 
 I wonder what it feels like to have peace in my heart all the time 

 
Where are you in the Story? What does the Story mean for you Today? 
 
Ask for Prayers: At this point you can ask kids what they want prayed for today. Include 
these somewhere in the prayer of the day. 
 
Prayer of the Day: Dear God, it is so great that when we look at Jesus, we can see how 
much you care about us. Help us to remember that you are with us every single day of 
our lives, through the good and the bad days. Amen. 
 
Activity/Project: Peace in our Hearts 

 For Younger Kids: Have them color and decorate the Peace Symbol. 
 

 
 
 

o For Older Kids: Peace Is. . . 
o Have kids write “Peace is” at the top of a sheet 
o Next have them, share ideas and write words and phrases, or draw 

pictures, even write a short story about what they believe peace is. 
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Have a wonderful Summer! 


